I. 単字與結構: 60% 請在以下的各題中選出最適合的答案。

1. ( ) Oh, no! There is a _____ living in the kitchen.
   (A) degree (B) mirror (C) mouse (D) cousin

2. ( ) Unfortunately, her ______ didn’t open after she jumped out of the plane.
   (A) uniform  (B) weapon  (C) parachute  (D) soldier

3. ( ) The baby’s skin is as ______ as silk.
   (A) tough (B) smooth (C) stiff  (D) straight

4. ( ) She is used to wearing this ______ of perfume.
   (A) brass (B) brain (C) breast  (D) brand

5. ( ) We should learn to look on the bright ______ of life. Be optimistic all the time.
   (A) slice (B) side (C) sheet (D) piece

6. ( ) Everyone experiences stress in the workplace, but there are certain jobs that test a person’s ______ and put a greater strain on one’s health.
   (A) resilient (B) endurance (C) victory  (D) density

7. ( ) Remember that people ______ you by your words as well as your actions, so do try to write well.
   (A) argue (B) yell (C) judge (D) fight

8. ( ) A ______ can attract a lot of attention from local people.
   (A) theater (B) tourist (C) official (D) valuable

9. ( ) Also, make sure you travel with proper medical ______, so that if you are sick or injured during your travels, you will be able to get treatment.
   (A) insurance  (B)diagnose  (C) nutritional  (D) cholesterol

10. ( ) He had _____ for appendicitis in 1997, and in 1998 he was diagnosed with diabetes.
    (A.) poverty   (B) jewelry  (C) injection   (D) surgery

11. ( ) The ice will ______ in the sun.
    (A) enjoy (B) turn (C) stay (D) melt

12. ( ) The president has a lot of ______.
    (A) baby (B) shop (C) power (D) rally

13. ( ) I need 3 ______ of paper for my assignment.
    (A) sheets (B) loaves (C) slices (D) cartons
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14. ( ) You don’t have any ________. You must wash the dishes.  
   (A) choice (B) change (C) person (D) jacket

15. ( ) My ________ live in a small town.  
   (A) grandparents (B) telegraph (C) postcard (D) resolution

16. ( ) The student raced out of the classroom and bumped ________ a teacher who was carrying a cup of coffee.  
   (A) into (B) at (C) to (D) on

17. ( ) The illness is thought to be caused by a defective ________ rather than germs.  
   (A) birth (B) gene (C) contact (D) media

18. ( ) She slept only one hour last night; ________, she looks marvelously refreshed today.  
   (A) nevertheless (B) besides (C) drown (D) therefore

19. ( ) The ship was sinking fast so the captain gave the order to ________ it.  
   (A) dessert (B) abandon (C) drown (D) absorb

20. ( ) Please don’t ________ the thing to others. We have to keep it a secret.  
   (A) adjust (B) expect (C) ignore (D) reveal

21. ( ) She ________ the little girl 5 thousands dollars for bringing back the lost kitty.  
   (A) affected (B) rewarded (C) imitated (D) affected

22. ( ) After the ________ performance, all the audience stood up and applauded.  
   (A) impressed (B) marvelous (C) humble (D) ordinary

23. ( ) When Ben’s house ________ was broken into, the police asked him to make a list of the missing ________.  
   (A) articles (B) names (C) events (D) circles

24. ( ) She decided to ________ herself on those who insulted her.  
   (A) reveal (B) revise (C) review (D) revenge

25. ( ) He ________ her silence as agreement.  
   (A) transformed (B) decided (C) interpreted (D) proved

26. ( ) A happy marriage must be based on ________ respect and understanding between husband and wife.  
   (A) common (B) double (C) pair (D) mutual

27. ( ) She paid her meal with a one-hundred-dollar ________.  
   (A) paper (B) bill (C) bank (D) deposit
II. 克漏字測驗 20%

The philosophy of The Body Shop is different from that of most cosmetics companies. It does not ______ miracles or ever-lasting youth. The Body Shop develops its line of high- ______ sensible ______ by using traditional wisdom, herbal ______, and modern technology.

The Body Shop does not believe in ______ without principles. A ______ for the environment is one of The Body Shop’s most basic ______. The company uses as little packaging as possible to ______ natural ______ and reduce waste. Customers are encouraged to bring their old containers to ______. If they do this, they get a discount on their next ______. The Body Shop is also strongly ______ to animal testing in the cosmetics industry. It never tests its products or ingredients on animals.

( ) 1. (A) pretend (B) promise (C) produce (D) prevent
( ) 2. (A) quality (B) fashion (C) priced (D) brow
( ) 3. (A) industry (B) factories (C) products (D) reputation
( ) 4. (A) medicine (B) doctor (C) book (D) knowledge
( ) 5. (A) appearance (B) profits (C) wonders (D) behavior
( ) 6. (A) fear (B) project (C) respect (D) gift
( ) 7. (A) factors (B) purposes (C) goals (D) principles
( ) 8. (A) sources (B) resources (C) reservations (D) origins
( ) 9. (A) encounter (B) signature (C) wish (D) purchase
( ) 10. (A) against (B) objected (C) disagreed (D) opposed

III. 閱讀測驗 20%

A.

Cat lovers and dog lovers have been debating which pet is better for a long time. Dog lovers say that their pets are smarter, more loyal, and friendlier than cats. They are also a lot fun to play with. Cats, on the other hand, are very clean and they don’t make much noise. Cats will sit quietly on your lap and look very cute when they are playing, but they are also keen hunters. In the end, the only thing that matters is which animal you prefer, not which one is better.
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<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>

1. (   ) What has been debated for a long time?
   (A) whether cats or dogs are better
   (B) whether cats are clean and quiet
   (C) whether dogs are loyal and friendly
   (D) whether cats and dogs are smart

2. (   ) According to this reading passage, dog lovers think dogs are ……
   (A) faster  (B) cuter  (C) smarter  (D) funnier

3. (   ) What is true about the reading passage?
   (A) Cats only hunt with other cats.
   (B) Cats don’t hunt around dogs.
   (C) Cats are too quiet to hunt.
   (D) Cats are good at hunting.

B.

The following schedule will commence March 26, 2005 for all tenants.

**Garbage Notice**

Garbage and recycling pickup schedule
- Monday: paper and plastic
- Tuesday: cans and bottles
- Wednesday: regular garbage
- Thursday: clothing
- Friday: regular garbage

**Time**
- 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.

**Penalties**
- Disposing of garbage in non-designated area  NT$500
- Disposing of recyclables on regular garbage day  NT$600

4. (   ) Where might a person see this notice?
   (A) a police station
   (B) a school
   (C) a hospital
   (D) an apartment building

5. (   ) What may happen if you dispose of cans on Wednesday?
   (A) You will have to pay NT$600
   (B) You won’t be able to get rid of regular garbage.
   (C) You will have to pay NT$500
   (D) The city will have to make a new schedule
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>系別</th>
<th>組別</th>
<th>考試科目</th>
<th>考試日期</th>
<th>時間</th>
<th>備註</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>心理學系</td>
<td>籃球組</td>
<td>英文</td>
<td>94.3.26</td>
<td>10:30-12:10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. (  ) According to the schedule, on which day could a person get rid of old pants?  
   (A) Monday  
   (B) Thursday  
   (C) Tuesday  
   (D) Friday

7. (  ) Which of the following words is the synonym of “penalty”  
   (A) code  
   (B) law  
   (C) rule  
   (D) punishment

C.

   Last week, I went to see a Chinese doctor of medicine about a skin problem. I had already been to see a western doctor of medicine but the cream he gave me made my skin itchy. The Chinese doctor asked me a lot of questions about my daily habits. Eventually, she told me that I had problems with my kidneys. She gave me some medicine that smelled horrible and I wanted to throw up when I took it. But, it worked. There were no side effects and my skin problem disappeared in a few days. More importantly, I understood the cause of the problem and how to avoid it in the future.

8. (  ) Which sentence best describes the Chinese medicine?  
   (A) It had many side effects.  
   (B) It smelled horrible.  
   (C) It was difficult to find.  
   (D) It didn’t work.

9. (  ) According to the article, what did the Chinese doctor do to her patient?  
   (A) The doctor introduced her to his friend.  
   (B) He told her that she shouldn’t go to work.  
   (C) The doctor gave the woman some special pills.  
   (D) He asked the woman about her daily routine.

10. (  ) What did the woman want to do after she took the western medicine?  
    (A) scratch her skin  
    (B) go to sleep  
    (C) throw up  
    (D) drink some water